
DOT Shuttle Driver

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Operated both light and heavy vehicles such as coach, bus, van and SUV. My work interests to 
have a long term employee and employer relationship where I can grow and be highly skilled 
person who can be beneficial in any area. Also work with an employer whom can provide a safe 
environment, great Health Benefits and fair pay wages.

Skills

Mobile Escort, Defensive Driving Training, Tactical.

Work Experience

DOT Shuttle Driver
ABC Corporation  March 2009 – August 2009 
 Provided secure transportation for rail crews for the rail road.
 Operates a passenger van safely and efficiently.
 Follows specific routes and requests from dispatch of scheduled pick ups or drop-offs.
 Assists passengers in boarding and exiting vehicle.
 Transmits, receives and Monitors traffic and weather conditions and notifies dispatch of 

potential problems.
 Reports accidents or other safety situations to dispatch.
 Inspects exterior and interior of vehicle at beginning of each shift prior to moving vehicle.

Shuttle Driver
The Fast Park  2008 – 2009 
 Greeting each customer with a smile, offering to assist with their luggage.
 Provide quick and pleasant customer courtesy, service, and satisfaction.
 Assists any special-needs customers, such as physically challenged customers Follow all 

established procedures for Shuttle Drivers, designated routes, accurate record-keeping, and 
regular, effective radio communication.

 Maintaining accurate familiarity with the airport terminals and general area in order to answer
questions and provide helpful information to our customers.

 Cooperate with all team members to provide the best possible service to all internal and 
external customers.

 Complies with all applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations and requirements governing,
including Department of Transportation.

 Follow all company policies and procedures as set forth in the Employee Handbook and Gold 
Standards Reach, bend, twist, pull, and stoop; move, lift, or carry objects weighing less than 
or equal to 50 pounds; stand, sit, or walk for an extended period of time..

Education

Diploma - (Wall Independent High School - Wall, TX)
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